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Abstract— Video, audio and multimedia offer powerful
means of communication. Moving pictures are excellent for
showing how things change or how something is done, for
establishing a context for information (such as a landscape or a
working environment) to make it easier for an audience to relate
to what you are saying. Three-dimension (3D) technology
increases the visual quality as compared to (2D) technology. In
present era every multimedia device needs 3D technology. The
depth information needed for the generation of 3D form 2D
content. Therefore, conversion of 2D video/image into 3D has
become an important issue in emerging 3Dapplication. 2D to 3D
conversion is basically based on accurate algorithm. This work
presents Swift & Novel algorithm for 2D to 3D Conversion of
HD Image/video. This approach will automatically converts 2D
content into 3D content. In this work a novel approximate
algorithm for 2D to 3D conversion. That algorithm include depth
map generation unit and depth image based rendering (DIBR)
process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview
WITH the recent advancement in 3-D displays, 3-D
content visualization has become very popular in our daily
life [1]. Recently, 3-D contents are being used in 3-D
photography [2], 3-D broadcasting system [3], 3-D movie
[4], etc. In contrast to the traditional 2-D content
visualization, 3-D content provides an impressive visual
experience and heightens a sense of realism with depth
perception of the observed scene. 3D video is getting
immense public attention recently because of vivid stereo
visual experience over conventional 2D video. There are
several methods to produce 3D content, such as active depth
sensing, stereo camera recording, and 3Dgraphics rendering
using of this approach 3D content is generated.

Figure 1.1: Vision algorithm performance over time
As we can see in fig. 1.1vision algorithm performance flow
according to increase in time. Quality of video increases
now in present era Video has be- come more realistic with
heavy resolution, at present 720P, 1080P and 1280P are
known as HD video, This HD video are now convert into
from of 3D HD video so for market demand 2D to 3D
conversion is needed. Their are many area which require 2D
to 3D conversion like medical, entertain- ment and lm
industry. At present era film industry are mainly using 2D to
3D conversion technique.
1.2 Glass Work
Why 3D glass is needed? 3D image is combination of two
image i.e left & right image and by help of 3D glass we can
feel 3D effect because these both image are mask with red
and blue color and 3D glass project depth on out mind.
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4.
Feature similarity index (FSIM) [6]
5.
Gradient magnitude standard deviation (GMSD) [7]
6.
Absolute similarity
7.
Correlation

Subjective Analysis
Subjective analysis [32] is a method which is used to check
the quality and Visuality of the generated output. In 2D to 3D
conversion subjective analysis is also a very import part.
Using of this analysis we can check visual quality and depth
of generated 3D content. Here rating scale for different
parameter are shown in below.
Figure 1.2: How 3D Glass Work
2D to 3D conversion is mostly based on accurate algorithm
and accurate algorithm is faced with time complexity
problem. So for reduction of this problem many researchers
are working in this area. For reduction of time complexity
issue we was apply approximation. it is a key for solution of
time complexity related problem at algorithm . As we know
approximation means we can apply some modification on
design and based on that design we will get some output and
error at particular output is neglect by human eye. Human
eye accuracy level is up to 90% to 95% so why we design
those logic which give 100% result.
1.3 Motivation
1. Need of 2D to 3D conversion
As we see that 3D technology is uses in many
image/video application and at present image/movie are
captured in the form of 2D.

If we are using 3D technology for capturing of
image/video so it is an expensive process.

In every 3D application, inputs are taken in the form
of 2D image/video and by using some conversion technique
output is converted into 3D image/video.

Example: This phenomena are mainly using in
3DTV concept because our input image/video are captured in
the form of 2D and by satellite we are receiving 2D data, then
these 2D data are converted into 3D. With the help of 3D
glass we can watch that 3D data.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The author in [1]- (Image Quality Assessment: From Error
Visibility to Structural Similarity, 2004);
In this paper objective methods for assessing perceptual
image quality traditionally attempted to quantify the visibility
of errors (differences) between a distorted image and a
reference image using a variety of known properties of the
human visual system. Under the assumption that human
visual perception is highly adapted for extracting structural
information from a scene, we introduce an alternative
complementary framework for quality assessment based on
the degradation of structural information. As a specific
example of this concept, we develop a Structural Similarity
Index and demonstrate its promise through a set of intuitive.

Objective Analysis
1.
Peak signal to noise ratio
2.
Structural similarity index (SSIM) [4]
3.
RIESZ transformed based feature similarity index [5]

(a) Depth rating scale

(b) Visual rating scale

Figure 2.1: Rating Scale for evaluation of generated 3D
content
The author in [2]- Efficient Depth Image Based Rendering
with Edge Dependent Depth Filter and Interpolation [2005];
An efficient depth image based rendering with edge
dependent depth filter and interpolation is proposed. The
proposed method can solve the hole-filling problem in
DIBR
system efficiently with high quality. The PSNR of the
proposed method is better than the previous work by 6 dB.
And the subjective view shows the quality is better. In
addition to that, the number of instruction cycles is 3.7
percent compared with the previous work
The author in [3]- Edge Information (Transaction on
Consumer Electronics, 2010);
A. Approach1.Block GenerationCreate group of 4X4 block than Estimate mean of current
and neighbour.
Calculate Difference and compare from threshold value.

2.Depth Generation-
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Generated Depth map image is apply to Bilateral Filter, this
filter smoothen the edge of output depth-image.
The author in [4]- Optimized DIBR Process (Trust Com,
2011);
A. ApproachIn Previous Basic DIBR approach for Hardware point of
view there is major draw back is designing of Divider logic for
reduction of this problem new approach using shifting logic
and replace (1=depth) with (256-Depth)=Depth.
B. Problemexamples, as well as comparison to both subjective ratings and
state-of-the-art objective methods on a database of images
compressed with JPEG and JPEG2000.
In this approach there is a problem of large time complexity
issue, Because in this process there is need of two separate unit
which generate left and right image.
Modified left and right image generation formula:

used, but problem with this approach is objects are well
separated, but for images with small objects, large areas
with low textures and little gradations of depth. The depth is
assigned to each object but depth is not to each pixel[15].
2. Depth map generation
When observing the world, the human brain integrates
various heuristic depth cues to generate the depth
perception. The major depth perceptions are binocular depth
cues from two eyes and monocular depth cues from a single
eye. binocular visual system. In this system both eyes are
used together. human eyes to converge and accommodate
the object at the right distance monocular visual system In
this effect each eyes are used separately. Including
focus/defocus, motion parallax, relative height/size, and
texture gradient, provide various depth perceptions based on
human experience. Therefore, humans can also perceive
depth from the single-view image/video. Depth map
generation method is combination of two approach which
are single frame and multi frame. In this approach generated
Depth map is real because of generated 5 depth map is for
each pixel.
2.1. Single frame
Depth from color/intensity People feel red (warm) color is
nearer, and blue (cold) color is farther in visual perception.
Besides, objects with higher luminance feel like nearer than
those with lower luminance. Therefore, color can be used as
a depth cue to enhance the depth perception on both edge
and color domains. Based on the concept, a novel
combination of Y, Cr, and Cb color channels to generate the
ne-grained depth map,but problem with this technique is
generated depth map is look like virtual depth [16].

The authors in [5]- (2D to 3D Conversion system 2010);
3D world is projected onto each retina of two eyes with
slightly different 2D views. Therefore, objects appear in
different positions relative to each other and this is called
"binocular disparity". Mechanism of HVS is that the brain
uses to combine the information from both eyes to make a
sense of depth is known as stereopsis. The basis of the 2Dto-3D conversion starts from finding robust monocular
depth cues of a given image. In the following, we briey
review the previous related works according to their main
depth cues.
Currently, 3D content can be generated in one of three ways.
One approach Triangular stereo vision is to use two or more
camera systems. Several sports events such as the world cup
and the super bowl have been globally broad-casted in this
manner due to the high quality of the captured stereoscopic
images. Although this approach allows viewers to get
realistic depth perception by directly acquiring the observed
scene, there are some inherent di-culties in producing 3-D
contents.

2.2 Depth from edge information
This approach basically reduce computation complexity of
depth mapping. In this approach author divide one image
into group of 4x4 block. Estimate mean of that group and
similar calculate mean of neighbour group than taking
difference between both group and pass that result from one
threshold value that threshold value decide region of groups,
after getting region value apply depth map formula using
that formula depth image is generated but this approach
have many problems like time complexity, memory
consumption [21].
3.Depth image based rendering
The purpose of DIBR is to generate 3D left and right virtual
views from the intermediate view which comes from the
original 2D view image. DIBR consists of two parts: 3D
warping and in painting (hole filling). 3D Warping Left or
right view according to pixel depth value. In the other
words, 3D image warping transforms pixel location
according to depth value. The 3D image warping formula is
as following [25],[35].

1. Cut-paste technique
The easiest way to create 3D image by using of the original
2D image as the left eye view and generate the right eye
image by horizontally shifting local regions of the original
image, using a cut-and-paste technique. For the isolation of
the local regions image segmentation techniques can be
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Here Xl is the horizontal coordinate of the left view, and Xr
is the horizontal coordinate of the right view. Besides, Xc is
the horizontal coordinate of the intermediate view. f is
camera focal length and tc is distance between left and right
eye retina. Zc is convergence distance. The formula shows
that 3D warping maps pixel of intermediate view to left and
right view in horizontal direction [25], [35].
4. Hole filling
Linear Interpolation, Edge dependent depth filter or Average
filter interpolation [25] method is a common method for HoleFilling in DIBR. However, using average filter only would
result in artifacts at highly-textured areas. Besides, hole-size in
DIBR is so huge that it is needed to using average filter with
large window size. At the same time, average filter with large
window size can not preserve edge information for the reason
that edge information is blurred. If the current pixel is a hole,
so by use of this filter technique add color into the hole.
The authors in [6]- (A Novel 2D-to-3D Conversion System
Using Edge Information, 2010);
developed a three-dimensional (3D) displays enhance visual
quality more than two-dimensional (2D) displays do, the depth
information required for 3D displays is unavailable in the
conventional 2D content. Therefore, converting 2D videos into
3D ones has become an important issue in emerging 3D
applications. This work presents a novel algorithm that
automatically converts 2D videos into 3D ones. The proposed
algorithm utilizes the edge information to segment the image
into object groups. A depth map is then assigned based on a
hypothesized depth gradient model. Next, the depth map is
block-based assigned by cooperating with a cross bilateral
filter to generate visually comfortable depth maps efficiently
and also diminish the block artifacts. A multiview video can
be readily generated by using a depth image based rendering
method.
The authors in [7] Vivid-DIBR Based 2D–3D Image
Conversion System for 3D Display(2014);
The multi-view perspectives are captured around a scene by
camera array at the same time, and multi-view images cannot
only keep two dimensions information but also has the depth
architecture of a scene. Most of 3D displays support the multiview contents, while there is a bottleneck of the 3D TV system
to broadcast the larger storage and bandwidth for end user. For
saving bandwidth, a new TV broadcasting channel transfers
third dimensional information, i.e., depth map has been
utilized. The 3D display renders intermediate image and a
depth map to form different views, as well as synthesizes these
images into one image; this technology is the renowned Depth
Image Based Rendering (DIBR). In other words, any 2D
content can be transformed into multi-view images according
to their corresponding depth map. Our system processes 2D
images to capture a depth map of the intermediate view image
during 3D contents capturing. In this paper, we utilize the
vanishing point detection and color image segmentation
technique to find the objects and deepest point (i.e., vanishing
point) in the image, and then we assign depth value by
comparing the vanishing point of object with image. After
depth map generation, we propose the Vivid-DIBR system to
imitate how human eyes see things. On the other hand, this
system solves the holes (warping error points) problem by

redistributing corresponding depth map. The design aims to
convert 2D images into multi-view images which will be
suitable for any interlacing 3D display by adjusting the focal
plane location.
The authors in [8] (A Real-Time 1080p 2D-to-3D Video
Conversion System, 2011);
In this paper, a 2D-to-3D video conversion system capable
of real time conversion of 1920×1080p 2D video to 3D video
is presented. System fuses global and local depth generation
modules to generate depth image, and use depth image based
rendering(DIBR) algorithm to render 3D video. The system is
implemented both on software and hardware. Software is
based on multi-core system with CUDA platform. To optimize
performance, several techniques are proposed, including
unified
streaming
dataflow,
multi-thread
schedule
synchronization, and CUDA acceleration. Real-time
1920×1080p 2D-to-3D video conversion system running at
30fps is achieved.
The author in [9]- (3D-TV Content Creation: Automatic
2D-to-3D Video Conversion, 2011);
Three-dimensional television (3D-TV) is the next major
revolution in television. A successful rollout of 3D-TV will
require a backward-compatible transmission/distribution
system, inexpensive 3D displays, and an adequate supply of
high-quality 3D program material. With respect to the last
factor, the conversion of 2D images/videos to 3D will play an
important role. This paper provides an overview of automatic
2D-to-3D video conversion with a specific look at a number of
approaches for both the extraction of depth information from
monoscopic images and the generation of stereoscopic images.
Some chall enging issues for the success of automatic 2D-to3D video conversion are pointed out as possible research
topics for the future.
III. RESEARCH GAP
Research gap of 2D to 3D conversion process on Algorithm
level:

Time Complexity

Lack in quality depth of object

Lack in quality of visual perception

Virtual Depth
IV. APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE
As we know in present era every one need realistic view , and
that view is only possible by using of 3D logic. We also know
there is lots of approaches are there which will generate 3D
image/video. So there is followings application where we are
using 2D to 3D Conversion:
1.
Medical Image Processing
2.
Digital Image Processing
3.
Video image Processing
4.
Mobile Application
5.
3D TV Technology
6.
3D Printer Technology
V. CONCLUSION
As we already saw there is need of 3D technology due to high
vision quality requirement. 2D to 3D conversion is a
combination of depth map, DIBR and hole filling. For depth
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map generation edge detection, Gaussian filter etc process are
require. Depth image based rendering process is most
important process to generate 3D image because at initial stage
using Depth map generation we generate one more dimension.
Now using DIBR we can generate left and right image which is
require for generation of 3D technology. According to previous
existing approach there is lots of issues which is still a main
problem. Those problems are like time complexity and memory
complexity. Still there is lots of scope for future object for
generation of 3D content using 2D image/video.
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